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Abstract
After image capture, scene parameters are analyzed, e.g. lux, flicker, or world estimation. A best guess
illuminant for the scene parameters is determined. At this point, the white balancing coefficients
corresponding to that illuminant may be applied.
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1. A method for color correcting comprising: capturing an image; determining scene parameters;
determining a best guess illuminant according to the scene parameters; and applying a color correction
matrix.
2. A method, as defined in claim 1, further comprising: determining a world estimation; determining a
difference between a best guess illuminant and the world estimation; and when the difference exceeds a
tolerance, applying a white balancing coefficient corresponding to the world estimation is applied; when
the difference is within the tolerance, applying the white balancing coefficient corresponding to the best
guess illuminant.
3. A method, as defined in claim 1, further comprising: determining a world estimation; when the world
estimation is within a variant circle for the best guess illuminant, applying the white balancing
coefficient corresponding to the best guess illuminant; when the world estimation is outside the variant
circle for the best guess illuminant, applying the white balancing coefficient corresponding to the world
estimation.
4. A method, as defined in claim 1, wherein the scene parameters are selected from a group that includes
flicker depth, lux level, and auxiliary spectral measurements.
5. A method, as defined in claim 1, wherein the world estimation is selected from a group that includes
beigeworld, grayworld, whiteworld, and Max Pixel.
6. A method, as defined in claim 1, wherein determining the best guess illuminant includes: comparing
the current scene data to stored data; and selecting the best guess illuminant based on the comparison.
7. A method, as defined in claim 6, wherein the stored data is selected from a group comprising variance
threshold, previous threshold, and maximum tolerance.
8. An apparatus comprising: a statistics block including scene parameter data; memory including default
scene data; a microcontroller, receiving data from the statistics block and the memory, generating a gain
signal; a sensor receiving the gain signal and adjusting color channels according to the gain signal,
generating a current sensor status data; and the statistics block further receiving the current sensor status
data.
9. An apparatus, as defined in claim 8, wherein the scene parameters are selected from a group including
current input gains, scene lux, flicker depth, and auxiliary spectral measurements.
Description

BACKGROUND
[0001] Image capture devices, e.g. digital cameras, include image sensors. Each image sensor attempts
to model human vision and perception. However, image sensors do not `see` the world with the same
spectral responsivities as the human eye. Moreover, imaging sensors respond differently when different
lights illuminate the same surface. Humans, however, adapt their color response so that surfaces appear
to be approximately the same despite differences in scene illumination. This adaptive brain response is
referred to as "color constancy".
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[0002] Spectral normalization is used as part of digital image rendering as an illumination balancing
technique to mimic "color constancy". Thus, the image sensors try to transform the digital image pixel
values such that when they are displayed they create the perception that the surfaces in the image
(originally illuminated by the scene illuminant) are illuminated by the same and, hopefully, desirable
rendering illuminant, such as daylight.
[0003] There are two general strategies for performing illuminant estimation. One approach is to use a
fixed color correction matrix and statistics derived from each image to create the white balancing
coefficients, e.g. "Gray World", "Beige World". A second method is to pre-compute a set of matrices for
likely scene illuminants and to use statistics from the image to choose the best matrix (from the set of
pre-computed matrices) for that particular image.
[0004] When using a "color transformation matrix", it is assumed that the colors in the captured scene
integrate to a neutral color, e.g. gray or beige. The average R, G, and B values are calculated for the
neutral color. The pixels in the captured image are adjusted accordingly. Fixed color correction matrices
fail to accurately render images that are single color images or dominant color images. Dominant color
images are quite common as they include relatively large expanses of a single color, e.g. sky, water, or
grass. In such scenes, it cannot be assumed that the overall image integrates to the neutral color.
SUMMARY
[0005] After image capture, scene parameters are analyzed, e.g. lux, flicker, or world estimation. A best
guess illuminant for the scene parameters is determined. At this point, the color correction matrix
corresponding to that illuminant may be applied.
[0006] Alternatively, the difference between the best guess illuminant and the world estimation is
determined. If the difference exceeds a defined tolerance, the white balancing color coefficient
corresponding to the world estimation is applied and a default color matrix is used based on lux level. If
the difference is within a defined tolerance, the color correction matrix corresponding to the best guess
illuminant is applied.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
[0007] FIG. 1 illustrates a process flowchart according to the present invention.
[0008] FIG. 2 illustrates is a graphical representation of acceptable illuminants.
[0009] FIG. 3 is a process flowchart corresponding to a step shown in FIG. 1.
[0010] FIG. 4 is a process flowchart corresponding to a step shown in FIG. 1.
[0011] FIG. 5 is an illustrative functional block diagram according to the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0012] FIG. 1 illustrates a process flowchart according to the present invention. In step 110, the image is
captured. In step 120, scene parameters are analyzed, e.g. lux, flicker, world estimation, or auxiliary
spectral measurements. In step 130, the best guess illuminant for the scene parameters is determined. At
the point, the white balancing coefficient corresponding to that illuminant may be applied.
[0013] In step 140, the difference between the best guess illuminant and the world estimation is
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determined. In step 150, if the difference exceeds a defined tolerance, the white balancing coefficient
corresponding to the world estimation is applied and a default color matrix is used based on lux level. In
step 160, if the difference is within a defined tolerance, the white balancing coefficient corresponding to
the best guess illuminant is applied.
[0014] Alternatively, in step 140A, it is determined whether the world estimation is within the variant
circle for the best guess illuminant. In step 150A, if no, the white balancing coefficients corresponding
to the best guess illuminant are applied. In step 160A, if yes, the white balancing coefficients
corresponding to the world estimation is applied. For both decisions, the color matrix for the illuminant
is applied.
[0015] In operation, the neutral world white balancing gains are computed normally. Then the plausible
illuminant whose gains are closest to the neutral world gains is selected as the current illuminant. The
neutral world may be selected from a group that includes grayworld, beigeworld, whiteworld, max pixel,
etc.
[0016] FIG. 2 is a graphical representation of acceptable illuminants. There is a circle around each
illuminant. The circle represents the acceptable tolerance with respect to a computed white balancing
gain. Thus, if the computed gains (computed according to the selected neutral world) fall within the
circle, they are directly used to white balance the image. If the computed gains fall outside of this circle,
then the center point of the circle (e.g. the "fixed" white balance gains for this illuminant) are used to
white balance the image. For both instances, the color matrix corresponding to the illuminant is used to
color correct the image.
[0017] When the computed gains are on the boundary of the acceptable tolerance, e.g. circumference of
the illuminant circle, the computed gains will jump in and out of tolerance on consecutive frames of
video mode due to environmental parameters, e.g. noise and scene jumpiness. In this situation, the
algorithm alternates between the fixed and computed white balancing gains. This is a noticeable and
annoying artifact to the user.
[0018] FIGS. 3 and 4 illustrate two hysteresis tests to keep the module from oscillating in video mode.
First, the distance to the closest state has to be smaller than the distance to the previous state by N %
(programmable) before the algorithm will switch (otherwise it reverts to the previous state). Second, if
the neutral world gain is within a variance circle of the chosen state, it is left unchanged. If it's outside
the circle, then it is snapped to the center of the chosen state (again with hysteresis--so that it must be
greater than VAR+hyst to snap if the previous gains were inside the circle, and it must be less than
VAR-hyst to NOT snap if the previous gains were outside the circle).
[0019] FIG. 3 illustrates a process flowchart corresponding to step 130. Step 130 determines the lux or
illumination level. In step 132, the current distance is compared to the maximum-tolerance. If the current
distance exceeds the maximum_tolerance, then the lux level is applied. The illumination level may
correspond to DARK, NORMAL INDOOR, TRANSITION, INDIRECT DAY, and DIRECT DAY. If
not, then in step 134, the ratio of the current distance to the previous distance is compared to the
prev_thold or previous threshold. If the ratio exceeds the prev_thold, the previous index is applied. If
not, the current index is applied.
[0020] To transition from one mode to neighboring mode, the lux level must cross the neighboring
threshold by an amount greater than the lux hysteresis. There is no hysteresis test when jumping more
than a single neighboring level is desired (from dark to transition). Thus, if the previous lux level was
transition, the new Lux value must be greater than the Indirect Day boundary+Hyst to jump to the
Indirect level. Similarly, it must be less that the Transition boundary-Hyst to jump to the Normal Indoor
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level.
[0021] FIG. 4 illustrates a process flowchart corresponding to step 140. In step 143, the distance is
compared to the variance_thold. If the distance is exceeds the variance_thold, the center of the
illuminant is applied. If not, then the normalized values of the red and blue channels are applied.
[0022] In this step, the hysteresis from jumping between illuminants on successive calls is managed. If
the ratio of the distance squared between the current chosen best guess illuminant (e.g. the one with the
minimum distance squared to the gray world point) and the previously selected illuminant is greater than
this threshold, the previously selected illuminant is selected.
[0023] The plausible illuminants themselves are a subset of all of the common illuminants calibrated for
the module. The subset is selected based on lux level, flicker depth, and possibly other metrics.
[0024] FIG. 5 illustrates a functional block digram 10 according to the present invention. A
microcontroller 12 receives data from a STATS block 14 and Memory 16. The STATS block 14
contains information on current input gains, scene lux, flicker depth, and auxiliary spectral
measurements. The Memory 16 contains default scene data. The microcontroller 12 send output gain
information to the sensor 18. The gain information reflects how the color channels within the sensor
should be adjusted. The sensor feeds 18 back its current status to the STATS block 14.
*****
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